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embedded SQL, 124-132, 125t
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exception join, 8t, 8
exp, 22t, 27-28
external action/no external action options,
   user-defined functions and, 85
   external functions, 82
external name option
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   user-defined functions and, 82-83
external stored procedure
   cl, 69-71, 69, 70, 71
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fenced/not fenced options, user-defined
   functions and, 85
fetch statement, 62, 64, 128
final call/no final call options,
   user-defined functions and, 85
float, 22t, 27
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floor, 22t, 27
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user-defined. See user-defined functions
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GET DIAGNOSTICS statement, 58-59
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142-146, 143-144, 145, 146, 155-156
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procedure, 69-71, 69, 70, 71
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GOTO statement, 59, 60
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HASH, 22t, 49, 50
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columnar functions and, 20
scalar functions and, 21
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IDENTITY_VAL_LOCAL, 23t, 50
IF statement, 59-60
IFNULL, 23t, 46, 47
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CRTRPGMOD command, 153
CRTSQLRPGLI command in, 153
CRTCUSRPGM command, 153
embedded SQL and, 125-126, 125t
IN, stored procedures and, 54
INNER JOIN, 8, 8t, 8, 9t
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INSERT function, 32
INSERT statement, 7, 7, 22t, 62
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interactive SQL, 119-120, 120
Interactive SQL Session Services menu, 2, 2
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Java, 154-155
JDBC and, 142-146, 143-144, 145, 146
user-defined functions and, 83
JDBC, 18, 142-146, 143-144, 145, 146
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LAND, 22t, 44-45
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LEFT EXCEPTION JOIN/EXCEPTION JOIN,
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PARAMETER STYLE option
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QUARTER, 22t, 38
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RADIANS, 23t
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  NO SQL option for, 56
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SUBSTRING, 23t, 34
suffixes, code files, 148t, 148
SUM, 18t, 19
System Value Retrieval (GetSysVal) stored procedure, 69-71, 69, 70, 71
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tables, 4
  external table user-defined functions, 98-103
  SQL table functions for, 113-115, 114
TAN, 23t, 26
tangent, 26
TANH, 23t, 26
TEXTDATE Numeric Date to Text user-defined function, 92-95, 92-94, 95
TextDollars (Numeric Dollar to Text Dollar Values) sample of, 109-113, 110-113, 122, 123
TIME, 22t, 37-38
time. See date/time functions
TIMESTAMP, 22t, 40-41
TIMESTAMP_ISO, 23t
TIMESTAMPDIFF, 23t, 41, 41t
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tools for SQL, 2-3
TRANSLATE, 23t
TRIM, 23t, 35-36
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TRUNC, 23t
TRUNCATE, 23t
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UPDATE statement, 6, 6, 13
  embedded SQL and, 129-130, 130
  SET clause in, 6
  sub-SELECT in, 14, 14
UPPER, 23t, 33
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user-defined functions, 81-118
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CREATE FUNCTION statement in, 82, 82, 98-99, 99, 104, 104, 116, 116
CRTPGMOD (Create RPG Module) command and, 102
DBINFO/NO DBINFOR options in, 84, 85
DETERMINISTIC/NONDETERMINISTIC options in, 84
DOUBLE function in, 116
EDITCODE sample of, 86-88, 86-88, 117, 117
  embedded SQL and, 131-132, 131
  END statement in, 104
  external, 82
EXTERNAL ACTION/NO EXTERNAL ACTION options in, 85
EXTERNAL NAME option in, 82-83
  external scalar, 82-98
  external table functions using, 98-103
  FENCED/NOT FENCED options in, 85
  FINAL CALL/NO FINAL CALL options in, 85
  GetFields SQL table function example in, 114-115, 115, 131-132, 131
  GetMiles (ZIP Code Location/Distance) example of, 105-108, 106, 107-108, 142-146, 143-144, 145, 146, 155-156
  GETUSRNAME from CL program sample of, 95-97, 96, 97, 98
  Java and, 83
  MODIFIED SQL DATA option in, 84
  NO SQL option in, 84
PARAMETER STYLE option sin, 83
  PhnLtrToNum example of, 108-109, 108
  READS SQL DATA option in, 84
  RETURN statement in, 104
  RETURNS modifier in, 82
  RETURNS NULL ON NULL INPUT option in, 84
  RETURNS TABLE clause in, 114, 114
  scalar, 81
  SCRATCHPAD/NO SCRATCHPAD options in, 86
  sourced, 82, 115-118, 116, 117
  SPECIFIC option in, 84
SQL, 82
SQL scalar functions using, 104-113, 105
SQL table functions in, 113-115, 114
STATENAME State Name from
   Abbreviation sample of, 88-92, 88-91
STRSQL and, 88
TEXTDATE Numeric Date to Text sample
   of, 92-95, 92-94, 95
TextDollars (Numeric Dollar to Text Dollar Values) sample of, 109-113, 110-113, 122, 123
WEDATES/WeekEndDate sample of, 99-103, 99-101, 103t, 120, 123-124, 123, 124
utilities. See tools for SQL.
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VALUE, 23t, 47
VAR, 19t, 20
VAR_POP, 19t, 20
VARBINARY, 23t
VARCHAR, 23t, 30
VARGRAPHIC, 23t, 33
VARIANCE, 19t, 20
variances, 20-21, 21
Visual Basic (VB), 2, 156
   ADO/ODBC and, 135-140, 135-139

W
Web servers, URL or datalink functions and, 42
WEDATES/WeekEndDate user-defined
   function, 99-103, 99-101, 103t, 120,
   123-124, 123, 124
WEEK, 23t, 38
WEEK_ISO, 23t, 38
WHEN operator, 57-58
WHERE clause, 4, 6
   scalar functions and, 21
   sub-SELECT and, 13-15, 13, 15
WHILE statement, 64
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XOR, 22t, 45
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YEAR, 23t, 38, 39

Z
ZIP Code Location/Distance (GetMiles)
   user-defined function, 105-108, 106, 107-108,
   142-146, 143-144, 145, 146, 155-156
ZONED, 23t
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